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WHO WE ARE
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"Spice is the magic ingredient without which culinary 

creations are Dull & Flavourless." 

PT Aisyah Cahaya Nusantara is an international trading company 

incorporated in Indonesia . We are engaged in procurement , 

processing, marketing , trading and supply of spices, herbs and other 

agriculture based products. 

Our purchases from all over Indonesia are accumulated , inspected, 

graded and packed before shipments in our 1250 sq mtr ware house 

located at surabaya port. Being near to the source we have good 

control and traceability of each products as it comes to our facility.

PT Aisyah Cahaya Nusantara has continuously strengthened its global 

presence by creating , developing and nuturing transparent alliances. 

We share strong and value based relationship with both our business 

partners and clients alike. With our in-depth product knowledge and 

commitment, we aim to provide high quality products at competitive 

prices to our buyers. 

We have more than 200 farmers so we can maintain sustainability



Long pepper, sometimes called 

long pepper or pipli, is a flowering 

vine in the family Piperaceae, 

cultivated for its fruit, which is 

usually dried and used as a spice 
and seasoning

LONG PEPPER

Cinnamon is a spice obtained from the 
inner bark of several species of trees 

of the genus Cinnamomum. Cinnamon 
is used primarily as an aromatic spice 

and flavoring additive in a wide 
variety of cuisines, sweet and savory 

dishes, breakfast cereals, snacks, teas, 
and traditional foods.

CINNAMON

Cloves are the aromatic flower 

buds of a tree in the family 
Myrtaceae, Syzygium aromaticum

CLOVE

Cardamom is a type of spice produced 
from the seeds of several plants of the 
genera Elettaria and Amomum in the 
Zingiberaceae family.

CARDAMOM
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HERBS AND SPICES
DRY - POWDER - OIL

Capacity / month  100 Ton Packaging Standart Export FOB / CIF / TT / Xendit / LC at Sight



HERBS AND SPICES

VANILLA

Ginger, is a rhizome plant 
that is very popular as a 

spice and medicinal 
ingredient.

GINGER

Nutmeg is a plant in the 
form of a tree originating 

from the Indonesian 
archipelago. Due to its high 

value as a spice

NUTMEG

Pepper, also called pepper or sahang, 
which has the Latin name Piper 
nigrum is a plant that is rich in 

chemical compounds, such as pepper 
oil, fatty oil, and starch. Pepper is 

slightly bitter, spicy, warm, and 
antipyretic

PEPPER
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Vanilla is a flavoring 
produced from plants of the 

Vanilla genus, especially 
Vanilla planifolia

Capacity / month  2 Ton
Moisture 15% - 30%

Type Planifolia
Packaging Standart Export

FOB / CIF / TT / Xendit
/ LC at Sight

Capacity / month  100 Ton
Packaging Standart Export

FOB / CIF / TT / Xendit
/ LC at Sight

Capacity / month  100 Ton
Packaging Standart Export

FOB / CIF / TT / Xendit
/ LC at Sight

DRY - POWDER - OIL

Capacity / month  100 Ton
Packaging Standart Export

FOB / CIF / TT / Xendit
/ LC at Sight



Brown sugar is a type of sugar that is 
added with molasses in the 

manufacturing process. It is brownish 
in color like palm sugar, has a caramel 

scent, and tastes sticky

BROWN SUGAR

Lemongrass oil is an essential oil 
obtained from the leaves and stems of 
various species of Cymbopogon. This 

oil is widely used as a source of 
fragrance chemicals such as 

citronellal, citronellol, and geraniol.

LEMONGRASS 

The essential oil from kaffir lime 
leaves is used in the food, beverage, 

pharmaceutical, perfume, flavor, 
coloring and other industries. This oil 

contains Citronelal, Citronellol, Linalol, 
Geraniol and other components

KAFFIR LIME ESSENTIAL
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HERBS AND SPICES
DRY - POWDER - OIL
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COCONUT PRODUCT
DRY - POWDER - OIL



CHARCOAL 
COCONUT 
BRIQUETTE

Copra is the dried flesh of coconuts. Every adult coconut tree bears 50-75 nuts that can be harvested, split with machetes and left
to dry in the sun. The copra is then scraped out of the husk and gets to dry further on racks. Finally, it is packed in jute bags and
transported to a processing facility.
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COPRA

COCONUT OIL

COCONUT 
FIBER

COCOPEAT
BLOCKS

DESICCATED 
COCONUT

Coconut Charcoal Briquette is a compact block charcoal which made from coconut shell charcoal. Our
charcoal briquette is made of granular coconut shell charcoal that is crushed charcoal and moulded using a
natural binder. As fuel, it is hotter and last longer than ordinary charcoal. It is suitable for household use
both indoor and outdoor. Also, it can be used in food industries, for barbecue, stove fuel, metallurgy, etc.

Coconut oil, or copra oil, is an edible oil extracted from the kernel or meat of mature coconuts harvested from
the coconut palm (Cocos nucifera). It has various applications. Because of its high saturated fat content, it is
slow to oxidize and, thus, resistant to rancidification, lasting up to six months at 24 °C (75 °F) without spoiling.

Coconut fiber, is a natural fiber extracted from the husk of coconut[1] and used in products such as
floor mats, doormats, brushes and mattresses. Coir is the fibrous material found between the hard,
internal shell and the outer coat of a coconut. Other uses of brown coir (made from ripe coconut) are in
upholstery padding, sacking and horticulture. White coir, harvested from unripe coconuts, is used for
making finer brushes, string, rope and fishing net

Cocopeat blocks are considered an ideal growing medium. The cocopeat powder thus
obtained is sieved, washed, dried and finally compressed into blocks. The blocks can be
used for a wide range of planting requirements. Coir is known for its natural rooting
hormones and anti-fungal properties. We also ensure secure packaging of the cocopeat
blocks.

Virgin coconut oil is the oil extracted from coconuts without 
the application of heat. It is rapidly gaining popularity 
throughout the world in comparison to ordinary coconut oil 
and for a good reason. There is, in fact, a substance called 
virgin coconut oil and it differs from regular coconut oil in 
significant ways. These differences mainly lie with the source 
(more specifically, the physical form of the source), the 
method of extraction, and its subsequent benefits.

Desiccated Coconut is a grated, dried (3% moisture content max.), and
unsweetened fresh meat or kernel of a mature fruit of coconut. Desiccated
Coconuts are graded by its cutting size, for example, fine grade and medium
grade where fine grade is smaller particle size than the medium grade.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coir#cite_note-1


COFFEE
BEANS & 
ROASTED



Robusta coffee is a descendant of 
several coffee species, especially 
Coffea canephora. This type of coffee 
grows well at an altitude of 400-700 m 
above sea level, a temperature of 21-
24 ° C with 3-4 dry months in a row 
and 3-4 times of rain.

ROBUSTA

this coffee tastes a little sour but is 
most in demand by coffee lovers in 
the world, arabica and east java coffee 
is very delicious, this type of coffee 
has a caffeine content of 0.8-1.4% and 
is grown at 800-2000mdpl

ARABICA

Ground coffee is coffee beans that 
have been roasted and finely ground 
in the form of small grains so that they 
are easily brewed with hot water and 
consumed and go through a process 
of selecting red beans to get a 
delicious taste.

POWDER
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COFFEE BEANS & ROASTED
POWDER & BEANS



TEAM

Achmad Dahlan A.M., President Director

Many of life’s failures are people who did 
not realize how close they were to success 

when they gave up.

Nuke Melila Herafanti, Account Executive
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Our faith is the substance of our future. 
There is no big success without big sacrifice.
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To become a leading and trusted professional 
agricultural company in the country and abroad

Mission

Producing quality products also has more value than
other products, which can compete in both domestic and
foreign markets. Utilizing Human Resources who have
the skills and abilities that can encourage the
development of the company to become an advanced
and professional company. Optimizing Natural Resources
in the development of the company independently or
with fostered partners. Synergize with the government in
the development of alternative food crops and improve
the community's economy.

Vission
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Quality is exhibited in many ways 
by selling and supporting products 
and services that delight 
customers, establishing a work 
environment , delivering financial 
results that meet investor 
expectations.

QUALITY

Innovation means inventing, 
designing, developing products and 
services that have high appeal in the 
marketplace and strengthen 
customer preference for the 
Indonesian Export Nusantara project.

INNOVATION

Commitment is important where 
we will continue to provide the 
best to our customers and 
investors all the time. Our 
opportunity to serve should be 
viewed as a privilege that is not to 
be taken for granted.

COMMITMENT
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INTEGRITYIntegrity means telling the truth, 
keeping our word and treating 
others with fairness and respect. 
Integrity is one of our most 
cherished assets. It must not be 
compromised.
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PRESIDENT COMMISSIONER

COMMISSIONER

PRESIDENT DIRECTOR

ACHMAD DAHLAN A.M.SE

DIRECTUR

AGUNG SOEBAKTI

ANALYS & RISK

M. ABDUL MUJAHID.SE

DIRECTUR KEUANGAN

NUKE MELILA HERAFANTI.SE

MANAGER MARKETING

GUNAWAN AGUNG PRAWOTO

MANAGER OPERATIONAL

RIGAZUNI HANGGAYU PRIMA

MANAGER PRODUKSI

MUHAMAD RIZAL WIJAYA.S.Pd

LAW & FIRM LEGAL

ACHMAD FUAD AFDLOL.SH

SECRETARY

MAGHFIROTUL AMALIA.A.Md

MANAGER IT DEVELOP

SYAFUL WACHID

MANAGER PURCHASE

ERINDA AYU SAPUTRI.S.P.


